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with wireless vehicle communication interface, it is possible to check the condition of the vehicle
from either (*2) inside or outside the vehicle. at dealerships in japan, it is possible to access the
nissan network to retrieve both the maintenance technology data related to the diagnosis results
and spot adequate information on service manual. the dealerships are also able to access their
service database and refer to the vehicles maintenance history on the laptop pc.anydiag.com what a
difference! the most commonly-used icons and procedures are available at a touch from the
diagnosis menu on the consult iii plus s main active screen. primary functions like checking for dtcs
can be done by pressing diagnosis (all systems). another feature of the c-iii plus is the dramatically
reduced time necessary for a system call. once all systems statuses have been queried, the c-iii plus
will have a color-coded display of current, pending/history, and no dtcs. on the left side, an ecu will
be colored red if there is a current fault, yellow if there is a history code, or green if there is no fault
detected. in the center of the active screen, a listing of the dtcs will be displayed in color coding,
with a quick-press button to access freeze frame data and a plain english explanation of the dtc. at
any time, the list of dtcs can be saved to file, printed or erased by use of the buttons in the bottom
right. the c-iii plus also makes verifying a repair easier. from the home screen, the diagnosis (one
system) button will allow you to query status on the system you finished work on. the c-iii plus will
perform a quick system call and report if any dtc remains stored in that specific ecu.
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the primary function of the c-iii plus is to scan the vehicles obd-ii sensors, and this is accomplished
by pressing the scan button on the front of the tool. these sensors collect and transmit information

about your vehicles engine and emissions performance. this data is transmitted to the c-iii plus,
which then sends it to a pc over a standard usb connection. the c-iii plus saves this data in a

compatible format, which allows you to then quickly and easily view the vehicles emissions data. in
addition, the c-iii plus creates an easily readable digital scan of the obd-ii diagnostic data by drawing
a colorful, time-saving picture of the monitored data. finally, the c-iii plus can also read and interpret
the vehicle anti-theft security system. this is useful for eliminating false alarms and false positives so
that you can properly diagnose your vehicles problems. depending on the vehicle youre using the c-

iii plus on, your diagnostic experience may vary. impatient people can simply click through the
screens shown below. however, if youre looking for detailed, step-by-step instructions for each

vehicle you have, follow the instructions below. these will help you get the most out of your c-iii plus.
secondly, the diablo is not an official diagnostic tool and its results cannot be relied upon as

authoritative by technicians. consequently, the software developer should not be expected to
provide any sort of warranty or support for the diablo software. diagnostic systems are implemented
with inputs, outputs, and a central processing unit (cpu). in order to diagnose, the input signals are
transferred through the inputs and the output signals through the outputs. the main purpose of a

diagnostic system is to provide engineers with the ability to test and repair cars. 5ec8ef588b
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